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Field-Theoretic Simulation of Block Copolymers at Experimentally-Relevant
Molecular Weights
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Field-theoretic simulation (FTS) offers an efficient means of predicting the equilibrium behavior of
high-molecular-weight structured polymers, provided one is able to deal with the strong ultraviolet
(UV) divergence that occurs at realistic molecular weights. Here melts of lamellar-forming diblock
copolymer are studied using a Monte Carlo version (MC-FTS), where the composition field fluctu-
ates while the pressure field follows the mean-field approximation. We are able to control the UV
divergence by introducing a new effective Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χe, thereby permit-
ting MC-FTS for molecular weights extending down to values characteristic of experiment. Results
for the disordered-state structure function, the layer spacing and compressibility of the ordered
lamellar phase, and the position of the order-disorder transition (ODT) show excellent agreement
with recent particle-based simulation. Given the immense versatility of FTS, this opens up the
opportunity for quantitative studies on a wide range of more complicated block copolymer systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers, formed by joining together at least
two chemical distinct sub-chains (generally labeled A
and B), are renowned for their ability to self-assemble
into a myriad of ordered morphologies.1 Interest in block
copolymers has exploded in recent years with the devel-
opment of cost-effective methods of synthesizing these
molecules combined with an ever-growing list of applica-
tions, such as thermoplastic elastomers, compatibilizers,
adhesives, lithography, porous materials and photonic
crystals.2 Progress has been greatly aided by a thorough
understanding of their equilibrium behavior, due in large
part to self-consistent field theory (SCFT).3–5 The theory
is based upon a standard Gaussian-chain model,6 where
the polymer chains are treated as thin elastic threads in-
teracting by a simple contact force, the strength of which
is controlled by a Flory-Huggins interaction parameter,
χ. The model is typically solved in the incompressible
limit, where the total concentration of the A and B com-
ponents is uniform.

To perform the statistical mechanics of this particle-
based model, one introduces mathematical identities in-
volving integrals over auxiliary fields. This replaces the
particle-particle interactions with particle-field interac-
tions, which in turn allows one to integrate (or sum) over
all the polymer coordinates. The result is an effective
Hamiltonian corresponding to a field-theoretic model in-
volving just the auxiliary fields. In SCFT, the sum over
all possible field configurations is performed by a saddle-
point approximation, which equates to mean-field theory.
This works well for ordered morphologies, but fails for
disordered phases. In particular, SCFT treats the disor-
dered phase as a perfectly homogeneous mixture of the
unlike components, when in fact the composition (the dif-
ference in the A and B concentrations) generally involves
significant fluctuations.

The standard testing-ground for fluctuation effects is

the symmetric diblock copolymer, where half its N seg-
ments form the A block and the remaining ones form the
B block. According to mean-field theory,3 a neat melt
of these molecules undergoes a continuous order-disorder
transition (ODT) to a lamellar phase when the product
χN exceeds 10.495. In 1987, Fredrickson and Helfand7
derived a theory to account for the fluctuations,8 predict-
ing a discontinuous ODT at

(χN)ODT = 10.495 + 41.0N̄−1/3 (1)

A more refined calculation by Mayes and Olvera de la
Cruz9 gives a coefficient of 39.0 instead of 41.0. In any
case, the strength of fluctuation effects depends on the
invariant polymerization index, N̄ = a6ρ20N , where a
is the statistical segment length and ρ0 is the bulk seg-
ment density. SCFT is exact for infinitely long polymers,
but fluctuation effects become increasingly important as
N̄ decreases. For realistic experiments,10 N̄ ≈ 102–
104, but the approximations of the FH theory are only
strictly valid for N̄ & 1010. Nevertheless, it has re-
mained the dominant fluctuation theory for nearly 30
years, because its predictions agree qualitatively with ex-
periment and there has been no viable alternative. Morse
and coworkers11–13 have developed a more sophisticated
treatment, renormalized one-loop (ROL) calculations,14
for examining fluctuations in the disordered state, but
predictions for the ODT have not been possible because
of the difficulty in dealing with ordered phases.

In lieu of a more accurate and tractable theory,
simulation15,16 offers a useful way forward. However, one
of the challenges of conventional particle-based simula-
tions is mapping the model parameters onto the stan-
dard block copolymer model involving χ. This difficulty
was recently resolved by Glaser et al.,17 by using the
disordered-state structure function predicted by ROL,
SROL(k), as a means of defining an effective χ param-
eter. In doing so, they were able to collapse the ODTs of
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five distinct models onto a common empirical curve,18

(χN)ODT = 10.495 + 41.0N̄−1/3 + 123.0N̄−0.56 (2)

which assumes the FH prediction, eq 1, in the large-N̄
limit. Because of the computational cost of simulating
high-molecular weight polymers, it remains difficult to
access the ODT at large values of N̄ .

A promising strategy for handling larger molecules is
field-theoretic simulation (FTS), whereby the statistical
mechanics of the field-theoretic model from SCFT are
simulated rather than evaluated with the saddle-point
approximation; ref 19 provides a nice review of FTS.
For the simple diblock, the effective Hamiltonian in-
volves a composition field, W−(r), that couples to the
difference in the A and B concentrations and a pressure
field, W+(r), that enforces incompressibility. The diffi-
culty is that in the mathematical transformation to fields,
W+(r) takes on imaginary values resulting in a complex-
valued Hamiltonian. Fredrickson et al.19 have dealt with
this by employing complex-Langevin20 simulations (CL-
FTS). FTS is effective at large N̄ , but it struggles to
cope with N̄ values characteristic of real experiments. So
far, applications of CL-FTS to the standard Gaussian-
chain model for diblock copolymer melts in three di-
mensions (3D) have been limited to N̄ = 5.4 × 105,21,22
which is well above the experimental range. Schmid and
coworkers21,23 tackled the problem by introducing an ap-
proximation to FTS, where W−(r) is allowed to fluctu-
ate, but W+(r) follows the saddle-point, w+(r), corre-
sponding to a mean-field treatment of the incompress-
ibility condition. The main advantage is that w+(r) is
real valued, which allows for conventional Monte Carlo
simulations (MC-FTS). It is reasonable to expect the
saddle-point approximation for W+(r) to be accurate,
and indeed there are a couple studies indicating this to
be true.21,24

Stasiak and Matsen25 have managed to perform 3D
MC-FTS down to N̄ = 104, which is tantalizingly close
to the experimental regime. In doing so, however, they
encountered an ultraviolet (UV) divergence, where in-
creasing the mesh resolution (thereby allowing shorter
wavelength fluctuations) tends to disorder the melt. The
presence of this divergence was previously anticipated by
Olvera de la Cruz et al.26 back in 1988. They showed
that it could be compensated for by increasing the bare
interaction parameter, χb, or equivalently by defining
an effective interaction parameter, χe1. Having con-
trolled the UV divergence, Stasiak and Matsen found
reasonable agreement with the FH prediction, eq 1, for
N̄ = 104 − 108. This initial study, however, was limited
to relatively small simulation boxes with fixed dimen-
sions, and so results may have been somewhat tainted by
finite-size effects.

Here we take on the challenge of performing accurate
FTS at experimentally relevant molecular weights (e.g.,
N̄ = 103). In our attempts to do so, we find that the
χe1 derived by Olvera de la Cruz et al. fails to control
the UV divergence at small N̄ , but fortunately we are

able to circumvent the problem by deriving an alternative
interaction parameter, χe2. We also reduce finite-size
effects by using GPUs to simulate larger systems and by
including a Monte Carlo move that allows the lamellar
period to equilibrate. With these advances, we obtain a
wealth of new results that match up nicely with those of
the recent particle-based simulations.18,27

II. THEORY

Model and simulation method. Our study exam-
ines the standard Gaussian-chain model4 for an incom-
pressible melt of n AB diblock copolymers in a fixed vol-
ume, V = nN/ρ0 = n/ρc, where ρc is the chain density.
The partition function for this model is

Z ∼
∫

exp

(
−Hp[{rα}]

kBT

)
δ[φ̂A + φ̂B − 1]

n∏
α=1

Drα (3)

where the integration runs over the conformations, rα(s),
of each polymer chain α with its contour parameterized
by s. The delta function ensures the incompressibility of
the combined A-segment concentration

φ̂A(r) =
1

ρc

n∑
α=1

∫ f

0

δ(r− rα)ds (4)

and B-segment concentration, φ̂B(r), given by an anal-
ogous expression with s integrated from f to 1. The
particle-based (i.e., segment-based) Hamiltonian is given
by

Hp[{rα}]
kBT

= χbNρc

∫
φ̂Aφ̂Bdr +

3

2R2
0

n∑
α=1

∫ 1

0

|r′α|2ds

(5)
where the first term accounts for the interactions between
A and B segments controlled by the bare Flory-Huggins
parameter, χb, and the second term accounts for chain
stretching controlled by the end-to-end length of an un-
perturbed polymer, R0 = aN1/2.

In SCFT and FTS, the segment-segment interac-
tions of Hp[{rα}] are decoupled via the introduction of
fields,5,21,28 which allows one to integrate over the par-
ticle coordinates, {rα}. The result is a mathematically
equivalent field-based Hamiltonian

Hf [W−,W+]

kBT
= −n lnQ+ ρc

∫ (
W 2
−

χbN
−W+

)
dr (6)

where Q[W−,W+] is the partition function for a single
chain under the influence of the fields,W−(r) andW+(r).
Rather than integrating over fluctuations in the pressure
field, MC-FTS applies the saddle-point approximation
(i.e., W+ → w+),21,25 whereby the partition function

Z ∼
∫

exp

(
−Hf [W−, w+]

kBT

)
DW− (7)
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reduces to a single integration over W−(r), which is per-
formed using the standard Metropolis MC algorithm.

Details of the numerical techniques are given in ref 25.
In short, there are two computational challenges to deal
with. The first is the evaluation of Q, which requires
solving a modified diffusion equation in an orthorhombic
box of lengths Lν (ν ∈ {x, y, z}) with periodic boundary
conditions. This is done using a pseudospectral algo-
rithm, which involves transforming back and forth be-
tween a real-space grid with mν = Lν/∆ν points spaced
by ∆ν along each Cartesian axis, ν, and a reciprocal-
space lattice with wavevectors k = (kx, ky, kz) given by
kν = 2πjν/Lν with jν ∈ {−mν/2, . . . , (mν−1)/2}. (Note
that we omit the subscript, ν, when quantities are the
same for all three axes.) The fast Fourier transforms
for our smaller system sizes (e.g., m . 24) are calcu-
lated on central-processing units (CPUs), while for larger
systems we use graphics processor units (GPUs).29 The
other challenge is locating the saddle-point, w+(r), for
which we employ the Anderson mixing scheme in ref 25.
In the current study, however, a more stringent error tol-
erance of ε = 10−4 is imposed.
Effective interaction parameter. Ideally, FTS re-

sults would become independent of the spatial grid at a
sufficiently fine resolution, but this is prevented by the
UV divergence mentioned above. In ref 25, the diver-
gence was compensated for by expressing results in terms
of an effective interaction parameter originally derived by
Olvera de la Cruz et al.,26

χe1 =

(
1− 6α

π2
lΛ

)
χb (8)

where l = R0/
√
N̄ = 1/(ρ0a

2) is the invariant segment
length (or packing length) and Λ specifies the cutoff of
large wavevectors. For the spherical cutoff (i.e.,|k| ≤ Λ)
used in the original derivation, α = 1, while for the cubic
cutoff (i.e., kν ≤ Λ = π/∆) used in the MC-FTS of
Stasiak and Matsen, α = 1.221.25 Here we find that this
renormalization of χ does not suffice for the small N̄ this
study is aiming to simulate, which leads us to derive an
alternative expression in the spirit of the χe defined by
Müller and Binder30 for a lattice model of a homopolymer
blend.

Our starting point is, as in ref 26, the free energy, F .
Its dependence on a parameter controlling the energy of
mixing31 (e.g., χ) can be determined by thermodynamic
integration,16

F (χ)− F (0) =

∫ χ

0

∂F

∂χ
dχ =

∫ χ

0

〈
∂H

∂χb

〉(
∂χ

∂χb

)−1
dχ

(9)
Referring to eq 5, the thermodynamic average〈

∂H

∂χb

〉
= kBTρ0

∫
〈φ̂Aφ̂B〉dr (10)

is proportional to the total number of A-B contacts. In
the absence of composition fluctuations, 〈φ̂A(r)φ̂B(r)〉 =

〈φ̂A(r)〉〈φ̂B(r)〉 = f(1 − f) for the disordered phase,
and thus its free energy reduces to the Flory-Huggins
expression26,32

F (χ)− F (0) = kBTρ0V f(1− f)χ (11)

corresponding to mean-field theory (i.e., SCFT). How-
ever, if fluctuations are present, then∫
〈φ̂Aφ̂B〉dr = V f(1− f)−

∫
〈δφ̂A(r)δφ̂A(r)〉dr

= V f(1− f)− 1

(2π)3

∫
〈δφ̂A(k)δφ̂A(−k)〉dk

= V f(1− f)

(
1−

∫
S(k)dk

(2π)3ρcρ0Nf(1− f)

)
(12)

where the second and third expressions are obtained us-
ing the Fourier representation of the composition profile
and the definition of the structure function, S(k), respec-
tively. As proposed by Müller and Binder, we require
that eq 9 reduces to eq 11 in the athermal limit (i.e.,
χ→ 0), which is achieved by equating χ to

χe2 =

(
1− l R

2
0

∫
SRPA,0(k)dk

(2π)3ρ0Nf(1− f)

)
χb (13)

This expression makes use of the fact that the struc-
ture function in MC-FTS reduces to that of the random-
phase approximation (RPA)3 in the χ → 0 limit.
For the regular grid used in this study, the integra-
tion is constrained to an orthorhombic box, kν ≤
π/∆ν for ν ∈ {x, y, z}. In practice, however, we
approximate the integral,

∫
SRPA,0(k)dk, by the sum,

(2π)3V −1
∑

k SRPA,0(k). Note that eq 8 is recovered
by simply substituting the large-k approximation of the
structure function,

SRPA,0(k)

ρ0N
→ 12f(1− f)

k2R2
0

as k →∞ (14)

into eq 13, which ensures that the new expression agrees
with the previous one for large N̄ .
Box-altering MC move. To treat the ordered lamel-

lar phase accurately, it is necessary for the simulation
box to be commensurate with the equilibrium lamellar
period. To achieve this, we introduce a Monte Carlo
move employed by Zong and Wang33 for particle-based
MC simulations, which alters the dimensions of the sim-
ulation box while maintaining a constant volume; see
Figure 1. The move involves scaling the length of the
box in the direction normal to the lamellae (labeled x)
by λ = exp(ξ), where ξ is a random number generated
from a uniform distribution between −ξmax and ξmax. To
maintain the volume of the box, the remaining two di-
rections (y and z) are scaled by λ−1/2. During the start
of the equilibration stage, ξmax is adjusted to achieve an
acceptance rate of 40%.

In our implementation of the box move, we fix the
number of grid points, m, in each direction, ν, and just
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the MC box move, which alters the
lamellar period by modifying the dimensions of the simulation
box while conserving the total volume, V = LxLyLz.

vary the grid spacings, ∆ν . Thus the move modifies χe2
due to the changing cutoffs, kν ≤ πLν/m, and therefore
χb needs to be adjusted in order to keep χe2 constant
during the simulation. Nevertheless, the variation in χb
remains tiny provided the box stays relatively cubic, i.e.,
Lx ≈ Ly = Lz. For N̄ = 103 with L = 3.2R0 and m =
24, the change in χb is less than 0.1% for a 5% change
in Lx; for larger N̄ or lower resolutions, the change is
even smaller (e.g., less than 0.002% for N̄ = 106). If the
simulation box ever deviates too much from cubic, we use
the result to improve our estimate of the lamellar period
and redo the simulation with a more appropriately sized
cubic box.

III. RESULTS

Structure function. We begin our study by investi-
gating the structure function in the disordered state,25

S(k)

ρ0N
=
ρc
V
〈δφ̂A(k)δφ̂A(−k)〉

=
n

(V χbN)2
〈W−(k)W−(−k)〉 − 1

2χbN
(15)

which is routinely measured by small-angle scatter-
ing experiments to detect the presence of composition
fluctuations.3 In the disorder state, the structure func-
tion is spherically symmetric [i.e., S(k) → S(k)] with a
single broad peak at a wavevector, k∗, corresponding to
the typical domain size and an amplitude, S(k∗), related
to the level of segregation among the A and B compo-
nents. Our interest in S(k) is twofold; naturally we wish
to compare our simulations to the RPA, FH and ROL
predictions, but S(k) is also an ideal quantity for exam-
ining the effects of the UV divergence. Figure 2 plots
MC-FTS results for N̄ = 106, 104 and 103, obtained us-
ing a cubic simulation box of size L = 3.2R0.

The first column of panels in Figure 2 shows S(k) for
the different N̄ values at a fixed value of the bare in-
teraction, χbN = 10, close to the ODT. Each plot in-
cludes data for a range of different mesh resolutions ∆/R0

(colored curves) along with theoretical predictions (black
curves). The amplitude of the peak diminishes as the
mesh resolution is increased, due to the UV divergence.
This is because the finer meshes permit shorter wave-
length fluctuations, which in turn reduce the number of

contacts between A and B segments (see eq 12) thus low-
ering the level of segregation. The effective χe should
ideally correct for this effect.

Indeed, ref 25 found that the curves for different res-
olutions collapse when the simulations are performed at
a fixed χe1N = 10. Those results are repeated in the
second column of Figure 2, but with improved statis-
tics, higher resolutions and over a larger range of N̄ .
As before, the collapse of the data is nearly perfect for
N̄ = 106. Furthermore, the master curve nicely agrees
with the theoretical predictions of FH7 and ROL,12 which
are nearly identical at this N̄ .34 For N̄ = 104, there is still
a reasonable collapse of the data, but not quite as good.
Moreover, the simulation peak is about 25% higher than
the theoretical predictions. For N̄ = 103, however, the
renormalization of the interaction parameter completely
fails to control the UV divergence.

The last column of Figure 2 compares the performance
of our new effective χe2. The difference between χe1 and
χe2 is relatively minor at N̄ = 106, and so we retain a
similar level of convergence. At N̄ = 104, the collapse
is slightly improved, keeping in mind that the focus is
on the finer mesh resolutions. The truly stunning im-
provement, though, occurs for N̄ = 103, where there is
excellent collapse of the data for χe2N = 10 compared to
complete failure for χe1N = 10. Admittedly, the quality
of the collapse is aided somewhat by the fact that the
approach to the master curve becomes non-monotonic
at this lower N̄ . In any case, the master curves compare
well with the FH and ROL predictions over the full range
of N̄ . Not only is there a similar reduction in the peak
height, S(k∗), with decreasing N̄ , there is also a slight
shift in the peak position, k∗, towards smaller wavevec-
tors consistent with ROL. Although this shift is ignored
by the FH calculation,7 it does occur in the more refined
versions of the theory.35,36

Although χe1 and χe2 collapse the data for sufficiently
fine meshes, albeit with differing levels of success, the
convergence nevertheless breaks down if the mesh be-
comes too fine, due to a divergence in χb illustrated in
Figure 3. In the case of χe1, the divergence is obvious
from the form of eq 8, and corresponds to ∆/l → 6α/π.
As the divergence is approached, χbN becomes enor-
mous resulting in various numerical difficulties, which
is why we do not provide results for ∆/R0 = 0.067 at
N̄ = 103. From our experience, χe2 works well provided
χb/χe2 . 3, while χe1 falters at much smaller ratios of
χb/χe1.
Lamellar period. Here we improve upon the MC-

FTS of ref 25, where the dimensions of the simulation
box were fixed. In that study, the size, L, was chosen to
fit a lamellar phase with a {211} orientation (as specified
by the usual Miller indices {hkl}), assuming the SCFT
prediction for the period, DSCFT, evaluated at the effec-
tive χe1N . Here, this assumption is used to initialize our
system. In particular, we start with a {h00} lamellar
phase in a cubic box of size L = hDSCFT. This time,
however, we allow the period to equilibrate by varying
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FIG. 2. Structure function calculated for N̄ = 106 (top row), 104 (middle row) and 103 (bottom row) at χbN = 10 (left column),
χe1N = 10 (middle column) and χe2N = 10 (right column) using various grid spacings ∆/R0 (colored curves). Predictions
from RPA,3 FH7 and ROL12 (black curves) are included for comparison. The different curves are specified by the legend in the
top left panel.

the dimensions of the simulation box, using the MC move
illustrated in Figure 1.

The equilibrated period for N̄ = 104 is plotted in Fig-
ure 4 from MC-FTS using various mesh resolutions and
system sizes (colored curves) and compared to the SCFT
prediction (dashed black curve). As was the case for
S(k), there is no consistency among the curves when
plotted as a function of χbN . Again the UV divergence
tends to reduce the segregation of the melt, and thus finer
meshes result in shorter periods. For N̄ & 104, the prob-
lem is rectified by plotting the results in terms of either
χe1N or χe2N . At the smaller N̄ = 103, however, the

curves no longer collapse when plotted as a function of
χe1N (the spread among the curves is ∼ 3%), but they
still collapse for χe2N (see the bottom panel of Figure
5).

Remarkably, the MC-FTS prediction for the lamellar
period agrees accurately with SCFT, provided that it is
expressed as a function of χe2N . In fact, the result for
N̄ = 108 (not shown) is the same as the SCFT predic-
tion to within 0.1%. Although the agreement becomes
less with increasing fluctuations, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, the difference nevertheless remains within about
1% at our lowest N̄ = 103. Interestingly, similar consis-
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FIG. 3. Ratios of the bare and effective interaction param-
eters for the different mesh resolutions, ∆/R0, in Figure 2.
The symbols for N̄ = 103 (?), 104 (N) and 106 (·) are plotted
using the same color scheme as Figure 2. The dash-dotted
and solid curves correspond to eqs 8 and 13 for χe1 and χe2,
respectively. The dashed and solid curves in the inset com-
pare the integrands for

∫
S(k)k2dk used in the calculation of

χe1 and χe2, respectively.

tency with SCFT was recently reported for particle-based
simulations.27
Order-disorder transition (ODT). Our scans of

the lamellar period in the previous section extend to the
point where the lamellar phase disorders, thereby pro-
viding us with estimates of χN and D at the ODT. We
now perform further simulations in order to refine these
initial estimates of (χN)ODT and DODT. To ensure con-
fidence in our results, the simulations are done over a
range of system sizes (i.e., different numbers of periods,
h) to assess finite-size effects.

To help cope with the first-order ODT, we use par-
allel tempering,25 which involves a series of simulations
conducted in parallel at closely spaced values of χe2N
spanning the ODT. In addition to the usual MC moves
in each replica of the system, the method also exchanges
replicas between neighboring values of χe2N . Here the
box move is omitted because of the disordered configura-
tions, and so all the replicas are assigned a common cubic
simulation box of fixed size, L = hDODT, corresponding
to our estimate of DODT. Furthermore, the grid resolu-
tion is fixed at m = 8h. The ODT is then detected by a
jump in the order parameter 〈Ψ〉, defined as the ensemble
average of25

Ψ = V −2 max
k

[W−(k)W−(−k)] (16)

In order to assess the non-equilibrium effects in our
simulation, two parallel-tempering runs are performed
for each ODT measurement, one where all the replicas
start from a disorder configuration and another where
they all begin from a lamellar configuration with h lamel-
lae. Both initial configurations are first equilibrated,
at low and high values of χe2N , respectively. The two
parallel-tempering runs produce jumps in the order pa-
rameter below and above the true ODT, thereby bracket-
ing (χe2N)ODT by a metastability interval that narrows

as equilibrium is approached. Unlike in particle-based
simulations where the dynamics is generally slower at
larger N̄ , the opposite is true for MC-FTS. For a particle-
based model, with a specified set of model parameters,
an increase in N̄ requires more molecules with a greater
number of beads per molecule.18,27 However, these parti-
cle coordinates have integrated out of the effective Hamil-
tonian, eq 6, for the MC-FTS, which then allows the sys-
tem to equilibrate more quickly at larger N̄ on account
of the weaker composition fluctuations and the smaller
discontinuity in the ODT.

Figure 6 displays our results from the parallel-
tempering runs over a range of N̄ values. For the weak
first-order transition at N̄ = 108, we are able to simulate
systems containing up to h = 6 compete lamellar periods.
Although h = 2 is too small to produce a sudden jump
in 〈Ψ〉, a well-defined transition is evident in each of the
larger boxes. For the largest h = 6 box, the metastabil-
ity interval between the jumps in 〈Ψ〉 from the disordered
and ordered starts has not completely closed, but never-
theless it is narrow enough to provide an accurate esti-
mate of (χe2N)ODT. Interestingly, (χe2N)ODT does not
converge to the thermodynamic limit monotonically as
h→∞. This may be a result of competing effects, such
as the suppression of fluctuations due to the finite-size
box versus the relief of frustration in larger boxes, which
would presumably increase and decrease (χe2N)ODT, re-
spectively.

The first-order nature of the ODT becomes stronger
with decreasing N̄ .27 As as result, sudden jumps in 〈Ψ〉
eventually occur even for the smallest h = 2 simulation
boxes. The metastability intervals also become more per-
sistent, which limits the size of boxes that can be consid-
ered. Nevertheless, the shifts due to finite-size effects and
the metastability intervals due to non-equilibrium effects
remain sufficiently small that we can still obtain good
estimates for (χe2N)ODT.

The resulting fluctuation correction to the ODT,
(χeN)ODT − 10.495, is plotted in Figure 7 for both χe1
and χe2 with downward- and upward-pointing triangles,
respectively. The values are obtained from our largest
system sizes with error bars corresponding to the width of
the metastability interval. Also included is the result for
an earlier Langevin FTS that used the same saddle-point
approximation for the pressure field;24 the data point
(green star) is obtained by converting the (χbN)ODT for
their largest simulation box to (χe2N)ODT. All the FTS
results, including the one from ref 24, agree remarkably
well with the particle-based simulations (open circles)
corresponding to the empirical fit in eq 2 (solid curve),
provided we use χe2N . We also compared the FTS re-
sults to (χN)ODT = 10.495 + 39.0N̄−1/3 + 106.5N̄−0.52,
obtained by refitting the particle simulations assuming
the coefficient of 39.0 derived by Mayes and Olvera de
la Cruz.9 However, the fluctuation correction predicted
by this fit differs from that of eq 2 by less than 4% over
the range N̄ = 102–108, and thus the agreement remains
very similar.
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FIG. 5. Lamellar period vs χe2N for N̄ = 106 (top) and N̄ =
103 (bottom) with various numbers of periods, h, and grid
points, m3. The dashed curve denotes the SCFT prediction.

Given our refined values for (χeN)ODT, the estimate
of DODT can be improved by referring back to our sim-
ulation results with the box move. The improved values
are plotted in Figure 8 (red triangles). Again, there is ex-
cellent agreement with particle-based simulations (open
symbols). Furthermore, our MC-FTS results (triangular
symbols) nicely match the SCFT prediction (solid curve)
evaluated at the empirical estimate in eq 2. Note that
the lamellar period at the ODT is uniquely defined, and
thus this agreement does not depend on the definition of
χe.

The initial estimates of DODT used for the parallel-
tempering runs differ from the improved values in Figure
8 by less than 1%. An inaccuracy in D would tend to
cause an upward shift in (χeN)ODT due to frustration
effects associated with the incommensurability.27,37–41
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0.3
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〉
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h = 3

h = 4

h = 6
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〉

N̄= 104

16 18 20 22
χe2N

0

25

50 N̄= 103

FIG. 6. Order parameter vs χe2N for various values of N̄ .
Solid and open symbols denote simulations started from disor-
dered and lamellar configurations, respectively, in simulation
boxes fitting h = 2 (blue), 3 (red), 4 (green) and 6 (pur-
ple) lamellar periods. The vertical dashed and solid lines for
N̄ = 108 denote the FH prediction in eq 1 and the improved
prediction from ref 9, respectively.

However, from experience, a 1% inaccuracy is too small
to have a significant effect on the ODT. Our confidence
that the commensurability was sufficiently accurate is
further bolstered by the fact that the parallel-tempering
runs from the disordered state spontaneously ordered
into lamellae with the expected {h00} orientations. The
only real exception was for h = 3, where {221} ori-
entations were frequently observed, but this is because
they possess the exact same domain spacing as the {300}
ones.27

Compression modulus and lamellar profile. A
convenient byproduct of the MC box move is the smectic
(or layer) compression modulus B of the lamellae. It is
obtained by simply monitoring fluctuations in Lx, the
box size normal to the lamellae (see Figure 1). Assuming
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FIG. 7. Shift in the ODT relative to mean-field theory evalu-
ated using χe1 from eq 8 (blue triangles) and χe2 from eq 13
(red triangles). Also included are the ODTs from a Langevin
FTS24 (green star) and particle simulations18 (black circles).
The dashed and solid curves denote the FH prediction in eq
1 and the empirical fit in eq 2, respectively.
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does not depend on the definition of χe. Also included are
results from particle simulations (open circles).27 The dashed
and solid curves denote the SCFT period, DSCFT, evaluated
at the FH prediction in eq 1 and the empirical fit in eq 2,
respectively.

small fluctuations, the free energy cost

δF =
1

2
BV ε2 (17)

varies quadratically with the relative deviation from equi-
librium, ε = Lx/〈Lx〉 − 1. Thus it immediately follows
from the equipartition theorem, 〈δF 〉 = 1

2kBT , that

B̄ ≡ B

ρckBT
=

1

n〈ε2〉 (18)

The dimensionless modulus B̄ is plotted as a function
of χe2N in the first column of Figure 9 for N̄ = 104 and
106. The different curves for various system sizes over-
lap remarkably well, indicating that the finite-size effects
for this quantity are minimal. For χe2N � (χe2N)ODT,
we find good agreement with SCFT (black curve), sug-
gesting that B̄ is relatively unaffected by fluctuations.
However, close to the ODT, there is a significant reduc-
tion in B̄ relative to SCFT, confirming similar findings

from recent particle-based simulation.27 Notice that for
small N̄ , we can measure B̄ well beyond the ODT, be-
cause the metastable lamellae are relatively long-lived
due to the first-order transition.42 For large N̄ , on the
other hand, the lamellar configurations will occasionally
disorder even on the ordered-side of the ODT (albeit mo-
mentarily), which limits how close we can approach the
ODT.

Using an approach similar to the FH theory,7,8 Amund-
son and Helfand43 predicted that the smectic compress-
ibility near the ODT is related to the amplitude of the
composition profile by

B̄ = x∗2F̃ ′′(x∗)φ2A,1 = 13.7878φ2A,1 (19)

where F̃ (x) = Nρ0/SRPA(k), x = k2R2
0/6 and x∗ =

3.7852. In their weak-segregation calculation, the am-
plitude of the composition profile is given by the first
harmonic. In principle, it is evaluated by φA,1 =

2|〈δφ̂A(k∗)〉|/V , but in finite systems, we have to account
for translational drift of the lamellae. Rather than cor-
recting for this by continuously shifting the profile,27 we
evaluate the amplitude using φA,1 = 2〈|δφ̂A(k∗)|〉/V . As
expected, the difference between the two expressions for
φA,1 diminishes as the system size increases, particularly
when χe2N � (χe2N)ODT.

The dependence of φA,1 on χe2N is displayed in the
second column of Figure 9. Again the data collapses
well for the different grid resolutions and system sizes.
Given the relationship between B̄ and φA,1, eq 19, it is
not surprising that there is a drop in φA,1 with respect
to SCFT (solid curve) as the ODT is approached. The
quadratic relationship between B̄ and φA,1 is tested in
the third column of Figure 9. For N̄ = 106, we find
excellent agreement with eq 19 (dashed curve) as well as
with SCFT (solid curve). For N̄ = 104, both predictions
slightly overestimate φA,1 for a given B̄, but nevertheless
the agreement is still rather good.

According to FH theory,7 the amplitude of the compo-
sition profile at the ODT varies with N̄ as

φA,1,ODT = 1.6294N̄−1/6 (20)

which in turn implies that

B̄ODT = 36.609N̄−1/3 (21)

These predictions are denoted by the horizontal dashed
lines in Figure 9, and indeed they correspond well with
the values of φA,1 and B̄ at the ODT (square symbols).
Hence, their deviation away from the SCFT prediction
can be attributed to fluctuation effects, which are accu-
rately accounted for by the FH treatment provided N̄ is
sufficiently large.

Naturally, the FH predictions for φA,1,ODT and B̄ODT

break down for small values of N̄ as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10. Interestingly, the significant deviations from eqs
20 and 21 observed for N̄ = 103 are in good agreement
with the particle-based simulations in ref 27 (circular
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symbols). Of course, the deviation of φA,1,ODT from
eq 20 is necessitated by the fact the composition pro-
file has to remain between 0 and 1. The solid curve in
the upper panel of Figure 10 shows a fit, φA,1,ODT =

((1.63N̄−1/6)−α + φ−α0 )−1/α, to the MC-FTS and parti-
cle simulation data with fitting parameters of φ0 = 0.442
and α = 4.35, which gives a physically reasonable limit
for N̄ → 0.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study succeeded, for the first time, in applying
3D field-theoretic simulation (FTS) to diblock copolymer
melts at an invariant polymerization index well within
the experimental regime. The biggest challenge to over-
come was the ultraviolet (UV) divergence, which tends
to disorder the melt when the grid spacing is reduced.
This was previously25 dealt with by using an effective
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χe1, introduced by
Olvera de la Cruz et al.26 Unfortunately, it fails to control
the stronger UV divergence that occurs when N̄ . 104.
To overcome this problem, we derived an alternative in-
teraction parameter, χe2, following an approach analo-
gous to that of Müller and Binder.30 The two defini-
tions of χe were tested for a range of N̄ by evaluating
the disordered-state structure function, S(k), at differ-
ent grid resolutions. The new χe2 successfully collapses
the data down to N̄ = 103. The use of χe2 also leads to
good agreement with SCFT for the period and smectic
compression modulus of well-ordered lamellae, consistent
with recent particle-based simulations.27 Furthermore, it
results in good agreement with the empirical eq 2 for the
ODT.18

The difference between the two interaction parameters

102 104 106 108
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1.63N̄−1/6
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FIG. 10. Amplitude of the composition profile φA,1,ODT (top)
and compression modulus B̄ODT (bottom) at the ODT. Also
included are results from particle simulations (open circles).27

Dashed lines denote the FH predictions from eqs 20 and 21,
and solid curves are simple fits to guide the eye.

is that χe2 in eq 13 involves an integral over the RPA
structure function at χ = 0, SRPA,0(k), while χe1 in
eq 8 uses its asymptotic k−2 behavior, eq 14. This
approximation of SRPA,0(k) adds a contribution to χe1
from long-wavelength fluctuations that would appear to
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the molecules as a uniform shift in the field, which thus
should not affect their statistics. Integrating instead over
the full SRPA,0(k) cuts off this contribution from wave-
lengths larger than the molecules; see the inset of Figure
3. However, in doing so, χe2 becomes somewhat depen-
dent on the molecular architecture and, in particular, on
the invariant degree of polymerization, as is the case for
the effective interaction parameter defined by Müller and
Binder.30 This is because the cutoff is N̄ dependent (i.e.,
k . 2π/R0 = 2π/lN̄1/2). The dependence of χe2 on N̄ is
somewhat unappealing, but the improvement over χe1 is
undeniable. A way to avoid the N̄ dependence might be
to calculate χe by extending the loop expansion of ROL
to higher order;12 for consistency, the expansion should
be done with the same saddle-point approximation for
the pressure field used in MC-FTS. Another alternative
is to determine χe from fitting the peak of the structure
function to ROL theory, as was done for the particle-
based simulations.18,27 However, such a calibration would
be tedious, especially considering that any change in the
reduced mesh size, ∆/l, would require a recalibration of
χe. Nevetheless, at some point, it would be good to try
this for at least one ratio of ∆/l, although we would not
expect much of a change given that the current χe2 al-
ready produces good agreement with the ROL structure
function.

MC-FTS does involve one approximation to the statis-
tical mechanics of the standard Gaussian-chain model;
it evaluates the pressure field using the saddle-point ap-
proximation. This mean-field treatment of incompress-
ibility seems completely reasonable, and indeed an earlier
2D study in ref 21 found almost perfect agreement with
the full CL-FTS, which includes fluctuations of the pres-
sure field. Thus, it is puzzling that a more recent 3D
CL-FTS by Lennon et al.22 for N̄ = 5.4 × 105 reported
a fluctuation correction to the ODT that is about twice
the size of ours. Although this might suggest an inac-
curacy with the saddle-point approximation, we suspect
that the issue lies with the CL-FTS prediction, given that
it also disagrees with the empirical eq 2 from the particle
simulations. There could potentially be a problem with
the complex Langevin method,19,44 which is not as well
grounded as the conventional Langevin simulation, but
it may also just be related to the UV divergence. An
increase in dimensionality should improve the accuracy
of the saddle-point approximation, whereas it amplifies
the UV divergence from what should be a weak logarith-
mic divergence in 2D. On top of that, the strict enforce-
ment of incompressibility will change the nature of the
UV divergence,45 and so we should not necessarily expect
χe1 (or χe2) to compensate for the UV divergence in the
CL-FTS. In any case, more recent CL-FTS have modi-
fied the model by smearing the interactions, introducing
a finite compressibility and switching to a discrete poly-
mer model in order to avoid the UV divergence;46 this
has also permitted the CL-FTS to handle diblocks of a
lower N̄ = 105, although this is still well above the ex-
perimental regime.

The similarity of phase behavior observed in ex-
periment among chemically-different diblock copolymer
systems10 has long suggested an underlying universality,
whereby all systems approach the mean-field predictions
of the standard Gaussian-chain model4 with its minimal
set of parameters (i.e., χN , f and aA/aB) in the limit
of infinite molecular weight. Furthermore, it is believed
that N̄ is the dominant parameter that controls the fluc-
tuation effects causing deviations from mean-field theory
for finite molecular weights. A string of detailed studies
by Morse and coworkers17,18,27,47 have put this hypothe-
sis on a strong footing in recent years. By dealing with
the UV divergence of the standard model, our results
are expressed in terms of its parameters. If we instead
just changed the model to avoid the UV divergence, the
interaction parameter (e.g., χb) would no longer corre-
spond to that of the standard model, as is the usual case
for particle-based simulations. This is fine, but then the
interaction parameter would still have to be appropri-
ately calibrated and validated in order to make contact
with the universal behavior, such as the ROL predictions
for S(k) or eq 2 for the ODT. The mapping of simula-
tions onto the universal behavior of the standard model
cannot be overstated. Not only does it permit direct
quantitative comparisons among the different simulation
models, it also opens up the possibility for quantitative
comparisons with experiment. Indeed, Gillard et al.48
just recently compared an experimental ODT to eq 2,
by determining χe from a fit to the ROL structure func-
tion. The resulting agreement was quite reasonable, and
it is entirely possible that the modest discrepancy can be
largely attributed to the polydispersity (PDI=1.1) of the
experimental molecules.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed field-theoretic simulations were performed on
the standard Gaussian-chain model for melts of lamellar-
forming diblock copolymer, using a Monte Carlo vari-
ant (MC-FTS) where incompressibility is enforced within
the mean-field approximation. Our key achievement was
the introduction of a new effective interaction parame-
ter, χe2, capable of controlling its UV divergence down
to invariant polymerization indices of N̄ ≈ 103, thereby
allowing MC-FTS to handle realistic experimental con-
ditions. The simulations also benefitted from the use of
GPUs, which allowed for large simulation boxes contain-
ing up to six lamellar periods. Finite-size effects where
further alleviated by an efficient MC box move that per-
mitted the lamellae to adjust their period.

With these new improvements, we were able to locate
the order-disorder transition (ODT) with greater accu-
racy over a wider range of invariant polymerizations (i.e.,
N̄ = 103–108). This now reveals better convergence to
the FH prediction, eq 1, in the large-N̄ limit, but also
confirms significant deviations from the FH theory in
the experimental regime, consistent with the empirical
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eq 2 from particle-based simulations. Our study also
finds that the period and smectic compressibility of well-
ordered lamellae agree with SCFT predictions, which
again corroborates a conclusion reached by the particle
simulations. Furthermore, we observe a similar dip in
the compressibility relative to SCFT as the ODT is ap-
proached. Here, however, we are able to attribute this
dip, and an analogous one for the amplitude of the com-
position profile, to fluctuation effects.

In light of this success, MC-FTS now becomes a viable
alternative to conventional particle-based simulation of
block copolymers. Naturally, it will be particularly suited

to high molecular-weight polymers, but the greatest ad-
vantage of MC-FTS will undoubtedly be that it possesses
the versatility of SCFT. While the computational cost
of particle simulation increases dramatically for complex
architectures and for multicomponent blends, such gener-
alizations will be relatively straightforward for MC-FTS.
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